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Abstract—Though maliciously secure multiparty computation
(SMPC) ensures confidentiality and integrity of the computation
from malicious parties, malicious parties can still provide malformed inputs. As a result, when using SMPC for collaborative
computation, input can be manipulated to perform biasing and
poisoning attacks. Parties may defend against many of these attacks by performing statistical tests over one another’s input,
before the actual computation.
We present HOLMES, a platform for expressing and performing statistical tests securely and efficiently. Using HOLMES,
parties can perform well-known statistical tests or define new
tests. For efficiency, instead of performing such tests naively in
SMPC, HOLMES blends together zero-knowledge proofs (ZK)
and SMPC protocols, based on the insight that most computation
for statistical tests is local to the party who provides the data.
High-dimensional tests are critical for detecting malicious inputs but are prohibitively expensive in secure computation. To
reduce this cost, HOLMES provides a new secure dimensionality reduction procedure tailored for high-dimensional statistical
tests. This new procedure leverages recent development of algebraic pseudorandom functions.
Our evaluation shows that, for a variety of statistical tests,
HOLMES is 18× to 40× more efficient than naively implementing the statistical tests in a generic SMPC framework.

I. INTRODUCTION
To meet the increasing demands of big data, many services
today try to gain access to diverse and wide-ranging datasets.
For this reason, a recent trend between competing business
organizations is to perform collaborative computation over
their joint datasets, so they can make decisions based on more
than just their own data [1–3]. This approach, however, comes
with data privacy issues, as organizations are often unwilling,
sometimes prohibited by regulators, to share data [4, 5].
A solution to this problem is secure multiparty computation
(SMPC), which enables such collaboration without compromising privacy. SMPC has been used in various settings, such
as data analytics and machine learning [6–22], and in a wide
range of applications, such as medical [23] and financial [24].
Though SMPC ensures the privacy and correctness of the
computation, it does not ensure that parties provide well-formed
datasets as input. As a result, state-of-the-art works offering
malicious security, such as Senate [6], Helen [11], and Private
Deep Learning [19], have assumed that all parties provide wellformed data, though the security of these systems ensures that
parties cannot deviate from the protocol in many other ways.
However, if we consider real-world use cases, such as training
models for anti-money laundering or for medical studies, manipulated input can lead to grave consequences. For instance, a
malicious organization can gain an unfair advantage in market
competition by contributing grossly biased data to make the

result of collaborative computation unusable. This raises the
following question:
Can we practically detect malicious input in secure
collaborative computation?
Though identifying every possible malicious input is infeasible, in many scenarios we know properties that the honest
input must satisfy. For instance, we know that age data must
lie in a specific range (e.g., 0–100), and that in a typical city,
only a small fraction of the population has age over 90. In fact,
range checks [25–27] are frequently used to limit the effect of
misreported values in secure computation.
However, range checks are not always enough. For example,
assume that two banks with the same number of clients use
the age of clients to predict the success of a bank marketing
campaign. A malicious bank can decrease the combined mean
age from, for example 20, to 10 by contributing manipulated
data where all the ages are 1. Therefore, if some statistical
characteristics of the data must be enforced, statistical hypothesis testing [28, 29] can be used as a general tool to check the
quality of the input. Indeed, statistical testing has been a major
tool in quality control [30–32], which checks the quality of all
factors involved in manufacturing.
Building defenses against ill-formed or biased input is an
active research area in machine learning [33–46]. In biasing
attacks, the attacker provides biased data to reduce the accuracy
of the model. In poisoning attacks, the attacker injects malicious
input to the training dataset and influences a model. These
attacks can not only affect the correctness, but also reveal
information about the training data [47–49]. Various defenses
against poisoning attacks are also based on computing statistical
characteristics of the input [50, 51]. Thus, statistical tests are
building blocks of many known and future defenses against
biased or poisoned data in various settings.
We present HOLMES, a platform for expressing a rich class
of statistical tests and performing them efficiently and securely.
HOLMES does not aim to prescribe which specific tests each
application should run because they depend on the use case,
and new research may open up new defenses. Nonetheless,
HOLMES enables parties in secure collaborative computation
to express checks of statistical properties over the input by
offering a rich set of statistical tests and building blocks, and
performs these tests securely and efficiently. The efficiency gain
is indeed important, as it allows parties to run more statistical
tests with the same cost.
In sum, we envision that users of secure collaborative computation can use HOLMES to perform input checks before the
actual computation, to detect malformed input.
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encoding in secure computation, since revealing the positions
of non-zero values leaks information about the dataset.
A. HOLMES’s techniques
HOLMES’s insight is to instantiate this random projection
To illustrate HOLMES’s techniques, we introduce the use tailored for statistical tests without encoding, but approximately
case of bank marketing data [52, 53], the goal of which is to via the Legendre PRF [58–61], a pseudorandom function whose
predict the success of a bank marketing initiative. Combining output is evenly distributed in {−1, 1} and can be efficiently
data from multiple banks results in better prediction mecha- computed in many ZK and SMPC protocols. The Legendre PRF
nisms since, apart from having more data, the data reflects output naturally fits into the structure of the random projection
matrix, and can significantly reduce the cost of dimensionality
more diversified client demographics.
reduction by 5× to 15000× from a naive use of the JL lemma,
Overcoming the inefficiency of generic SMPC. Performbased on our experiments in Section VII-F.
ing statistical tests in generic SMPC frameworks can be very
inefficient, especially with malicious security [6, 11, 54, 55].
Interestingly, in many statistical tests, a large fraction of the B. Our contributions
computation involves only local computation, i.e., computation
HOLMES enables parties to perform statistical checks on
on the input of a single party.
data before secure collaborative computation. The checks may
However, in our setting where parties are malicious, we involve statistical properties of data coming from a single party
cannot trust them to perform local computation honestly. To or from multiple parties. HOLMES supports common statistical
leverage local computation for efficiency, HOLMES uses zero- tests, including tests for goodness-of-fit for high-dimensional
knowledge proofs (ZK) to check that such local computation distributions. Our design is modular, so new statistical tests can
is performed correctly. More concretely, HOLMES divides be easily defined using our building blocks. We implement and
statistical tests into a local part and a nonlocal part. The local evaluate HOLMES in several scenarios, where we show useful
part is checked using ZK, while the nonlocal part is executed input checks can be performed practically. In sum, HOLMES’s
in SMPC. HOLMES’s planning algorithm devises a secure and contributions are the following:
efficient execution plan by resolving the dependencies of each • HOLMES provides a platform to express and securely pertest and avoids redundant computation in the various tests.
form well-known statistical tests, e.g., z-test, t-test, F -test,
Finally, HOLMES incorporates a lightweight mechanism,
and χ2 test, which is 18× to 40× more efficient than running
described in Section III-A that checks the consistency between
the same tests in generic SMPC frameworks;
the data proved in ZK and the data provided to SMPC.
• HOLMES provides a planning algorithm that ensures secuSetup

P1, …, Pt

decide what statistical tests to run

checklist

Efficient support of multidimensional statistical tests. One
of the most prominent statistical tests is the goodness-of-fit test
[56], which tests whether the input is close to a public distribution. Sometimes, the input domain is high-dimensional, i.e., involves various features, and has large support. For the bank marketing use case, a high-dimensional goodness-of-fit test would
check if an input dataset has a specific distribution with respect

•
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rity and efficiency for running multiple statistical tests by
identifying the dependencies and removing the redundancy
between these tests;
HOLMES provides a new secure and efficient dimensionality
reduction procedure based on the Johnson-Lindenstrauss
lemma [57], which provides an efficiency improvement of
up to 104 × compared with a straightforward baseline.

We plan to open-source HOLMES to enable users of SMPC
to start taking advantage of statistical input checking.

Party Pi

I I . OV E RV I E W

checklist

When a number of parties want to perform a secure collaborative computation, they can use HOLMES to detect malicious
inputs before the actual computation. To use HOLMES, as
shown in Fig. 1, the parties need to first identify the statistical
tests that are necessary to ensure a high quality input, based
on the use cases, and assemble these tests into a checklist,
which is provided to HOLMES. If the checks pass, the parties
perform the SMPC computation using the committed input that
has been checked by HOLMES.
In bank marketing example, parties may want to check are
that age is within range, that the combined dataset distribution matches some known distribution, e.g., that ratios of the
dataset in different combination of age, job, marital status, and
educational level are close to some public ratios. The parties
can also check the input quality by comparing the success rates
of different banks for specific populations, assuming that in
high quality data these rates should be similar across banks.

input size
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(a) Planning phase: outputs instructions for each module depending
on the checklist and the input size.
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(b) Execution phase: the summary includes precomputed values of the
dataset. Dataset and summary are committed to both the ZK module
and the SMPC module. The consistency check is performed over the
committed data in these modules.

A. HOLMES architecture

Fig. 2. Workflow of a party in HOLMES.

HOLMES consists of two phases—the planning phase and
the execution phase—and three modules—the summary module,
the ZK module, and the SMPC module. The workflow of
HOLMES is summarized in Fig. 2.

Then, they engage in a zero-knowledge protocol to prove that
the local computation was done correctly.

Planning. In the planning phase, each party uses the predetermined checklist of statistical tests and information related to
the size of its input to construct instructions (Isum , Izk , Ismpc )
for each module. The planning algorithm also estimates the
cost for the execution phase.

SMPC module. Apart from the single-party computation
that happens in the ZK module, many checks involve multiple
parties; for instance checking that the combined dataset follows
a public distributions requires multiparty computation. These
statistical checks are computed in the SMPC module, where
the input is Ismpc , the dataset, and the summary.

Each module takes as input the corresponding set of instructions and the dataset. In the summary module, the party locally
computes some values that depend only on the party’s dataset.
Computation of statistical tests can be split into two parts: local
computation—which involves the data of a single party—and
nonlocal computation—which involves the input of multiple
parties. The party commits the dataset and the summary to both
the ZK and SMPC modules. A consistency check is performed
between the ZK and SMPC modules to ensure that the values
committed in the two modules are the same. In the ZK module,
each party proves the local computation, and in the SMPC
module, the party computes the nonlocal part of the statistical
test using the committed data.

B. Statistical tests
Input checking is motivated by statistical hypothesis testing,
a fundamental tool in statistics that rigorously checks if observed data satisfies some requirements. Examples include χ2
goodness-of-fit test, the goal of which is to test whether data is
drawn from a known distribution. In hypothesis testing, there
are a null hypothesis and an alternative hypothesis. Our goal is
to check if we have evidence to reject the null hypothesis. A
statistical hypothesis test often consists of the following steps:
1) Compute a test statistic T , which is a quantity derived from
the samples;
2) Calculate the critical value for a significance level α; the
critical value Tα is the value for which the probability that
we obtain a test statistic at most as extreme as Tα under
the null hypothesis is α;
3) Check if T is bigger than Tα . If yes, then reject the null
hypothesis in favor of the alternative hypothesis.
HOLMES supports well-known statistical tests, such as mean
equality testing using z-test (known variance) or t-test (unknown variance), variance equality testing using F -test, and
χ2 test for goodness-of-fit. HOLMES also enables parties to

Summary module. Instructions Isum specify the summary
information that each party precomputes on its input. For instance, quantities that are typically needed in statistical analysis
are the mean and variance. Another useful precomputation for
some tests is to count how many data belong to a particular
range. For example, for age, the party can count how many
data points belong to ranges [1, 10], [11, 20], and so on.
ZK module. The ZK module with input Izk , the dataset, and
the summary values is responsible for verifying the local computations. The parties first commit their dataset and summary.
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TABLE I
T H E C H E C K L I S T A P I (α D E N O T E S T H E S I G N I F I C A N C E L E V E L )
API function
Basic tests and building blocks
range(hSi, attr, [a, b]) → {yes, no}

Description

histogram(hSi, (attr1 , ..., attrd ), ([a11 , b11 ], . . . , [adu , bdu ]))
−−−→
→ count

count
elements of S in thenon-overlapping multidimensional bins

u
[a1k , b1k ], . . . , [adk , bdk ] k=1 for attributes (attr1 , . . . , attrd )

mean(hSi, attr) → x

mean of S for an attribute attr

variance(hSi, attr) → s2

variance of S for an attribute attr

check that values for an attribute attr in population S fall in the range [a, b]

mean of elements in S belonging in the range [0, θ] for an attribute attr

trimmedMean(hSi, attr, θ) → x
dimensionalityReduce(hSi, attr1 , . . . , attrd ) →

(attr01 , · · ·

, attr0` )

perform dimensionality reduction for attributes (attr1 , · · · , attrd )
for S into a projection (attr01 , · · · , attr0` )

Unidimensional tests
zTest(hS1 i, hS2 i, attr, σ1 , σ2 , α) → {yes, no}

z-test for mean equality for an attribute attr of populations S1 and S2
with standard deviations σ1 , σ2 , respectively

tTest(hS1 i, hS2 i, attr, α) → {yes, no}

t-test for mean equality for an attribute attr of populations S1 and S2

FTest(hS1 i, hS2 i, attr, α) → {yes, no}

F -test for variance equality for an attribute attr of populations S1 and S2

Multidimensional tests
chiSquaredTest(hSi, (attr1 , . . . , attrd ),
([a11 , b11 ], . . . , [adu , bdu ]), (p11 , . . . , pdu ), α) → {yes, no}

χ2 test for goodness-of-fit of attributes (attr1 , . . . , attrd ) for
populations S1 and S2 for multidimensional bins [[aik , bik ]di=1 ]u
k=1 and
public distribution [[pik ]di=1 ]u
k=1

User-defined tests
userDefinedTest(hS1 i, hS2 i, f, CV Fα ) → {yes, no}

user-defined statistical test on populations S1 and S2 described by f ,
with a critical value function CV Fα for significance level α

express new statistical tests, by providing parties with access
to common test building blocks.

•

C. Checklist API
HOLMES provides a checklist API, as shown in Tab. I,
for parties to express the statistical tests. HOLMES can then
estimate the cost of the tests or run the tests. The API consists
of well-known statistical tests. Parties can also define their own
tests, using the basic tests and building blocks that the API
provides. Every API function takes as input a description of a
population S, which we denote by hSi, a list of attributes of
S where the test is performed, and other statistical parameters.
Example. We show how to use this API to express statistical
tests for a bank marketing dataset described in Section VII-C.
Consider that two banks want to perform some statistical
tests on their inputs. Assume that each of the banks has data for
their clients, denoted by S1 and S2 respectively, with attributes
including their age (e.g., 18 to 90), educational level (e.g.,
nominal values indexed by 0 to 3), and whether the marketing
initiative was successful (e.g., 0 or 1).
• Range check: The age, the educational level, and the success
indicator should fall in the right ranges. This can be expressed
in the API as follows, for i ∈ {1, 2}:

hS1 ∪ S2 i,

 (“education”, “marital status”), 
chiSquaredTest 
 = yes
((0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)),
(0.1, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2), 0.90
•

User-defined test: Besides the well-known statistic tests in
the API, banks can add a customized test. One example is
a test appearing in [62], which checks if the success rate
of the marketing initiative p1 for bank P1 is larger than the
success rate p2 of P2 by at least 0.2 using the test statistic
p2 −p1 +0.2
q
. This can be expressed in the API
1
1
n1

p1 (1−p1 )+ n p2 (1−p2 )
2

as “userDefinedTest(hS1 i, hS2 i, f, CV Fα ) = yes”, where
f=q

x2 − x1 + 0.2

1
n1 x1 (1

− x1 ) +

1
n2 x2 (1

,
− x2 )

given the mean values x1 = mean(S1 , "success") and x2 =
mean(S2 , "success"), and CV Fα is a function that computes
the critical value for this statistical test.

range(hSi i, “age”, [18, 90]) = yes
range(hSi i, “education”, [0, 3]) = yes
range(hSi i, “success”, [0, 1]) = yes

•

Multidimensional test: check that the histogram of the union
of S1 and S2 for educational level equal to 0 and 1 and
marital status equal to 0 and 1 has ratios (0.1, 0.4, 0.3, 0.2),
as follows:



D. Threat model and security guarantees
HOLMES considers t parties who want to perform some
secure computation together. They can collude with one another and arbitrarily deviate from the protocol, including in
manipulating their input. In HOLMES, we assume that at least
one of the t parties is honest and does not collude with any

Unidimensional test: S1 and S2 should have similar mean
age, which can be checked via a z-test when the standard
deviation of the datasets is known, as follows:
zTest(hS1 i, hS2 i, “age”, σ1 = 15, σ2 = 10, α = 0.95) = yes
4

dataset + summary

Ideal functionality FHOLMES
Running with t parties P1 , · · · , Pt and a simulator Sim, FHOLMES
proceeds as follows: Upon receiving a message (sid, Pi , inputi ,
checklisti , fi ) from each of the t parties (or from Sim if that party
is corrupted),
• Agreement: FHOLMES first checks if all the parties send the same
checklist and function to compute f , i.e.,
– requires all checklist1 , · · · , checklistt to be equal, and
– requires all f1 , · · · , ft to be equal.
If not, FHOLMES sends the message (disagreement, sid) to each
Pi and Sim and halt.
• Security with abort: FHOLMES awaits a message (deliver, sid)
or (abort, sid) from Sim to decide whether the computation
should move forward. FHOLMES proceeds to the next step if
the message is (deliver, sid). Otherwise, FHOLMES sends (abort,
sid) to each Pi and Sim and halt.
• Input check: FHOLMES runs the statistical tests specified on the
checklist on each party’s input. If the inputs do not pass the
entire checklist, FHOLMES sends (check-fail, sid) to each Pi and
Sim and halt.
• Computation: Now that all the input check has passed, FHOLMES
now evaluates the function f on the parties’ inputs input1 ,
, · · · , inputt . The result of the computation is t outputs, one for
each party: output1 , · · · , outputt . FHOLMES sends the message
(output, sid, Pi , outputi ) to Pi (and if Pi is corrupted, to Sim).

Step 1:
commitment
ZK module

Step 2:
Consistency check

SMPC module

Step 4:
SMPC check & compute

Step 3:
ZK check

Fig. 4. The workflow of HOLMES in the execution phase.

approach brings up a new challenge: HOLMES must ensure
that ZK and SMPC protocols see the same data. Otherwise, a
malicious party who provides different data to ZK and SMPC
might bypass the tests.
HOLMES’s approach is to design an execution phase that enables consistency checking between data in the ZK and SMPC
modules, as shown in Fig. 4. The ZK and SMPC protocols
that we use have a commitment phase, where parties commit
their private data before engaging in the ZK or SMPC protocol.
After the commitment phase, the parties can no longer change
their data. It is worth noting that no actual “cryptographic
Fig. 3. Ideal functionality for secure computation with input checks.
commitment” is computed in the commitment phase; the commitment phase simply refers to the guarantee of the ZK and
corrupted parties, because if all the parties are corrupted, it is SMPC protocols that data cannot be changed after the initial
insertion to the module.
not even meaningful to check the inputs.
A family of ZK protocols, called commit-and-prove ZK
We define the security of HOLMES in the real/ideal world
[63,
66–69], has such a commitment phase. In maliciously
paradigm, with an ideal functionality FHOLMES , shown in Fig. 3,
secure
SMPC, the input phase is naturally a commitment phase.
for checking statistical properties of the input, based on existing
The
fact that the data has been committed allows us to check
definitions for secure function evaluation with abort [63, 64].
their
consistency
between the two modules with a probabilistic
The ideal functionality FHOLMES takes as input a checklist and
test.
A
malicious
party
cannot adapt its input data to circumvent
the input to the computation, and it outputs the computation
the
probabilistic
test,
since
the data is committed and cannot be
results only if the tests in the checklist pass.
changed.
We
use
polynomial
testing [70–72], a common tool
Based on FHOLMES , we define the security of HOLMES
in
zero-knowledge
proof
systems,
to perform the consistency
using a standard definition for (standalone) malicious security
checking,
which
we
now
describe.
[65]. We provide the security proof sketches in Appendix B.
Definition 1. A protocol Π is said to securely compute
FHOLMES in the presence of static malicious adversaries that
compromise up to t−1 of the t parties, if, for every non-uniform
probabilistic polynomial-time (PPT) adversary A in the real
world, there exists a non-uniform PPT simulator Sim in the
ideal world, such that for every I ⊆ {1, 2, ..., N },

A. Polynomial testing
HOLMES assumes that the input to the ZK and SMPC
n
module is represented as n field elements, {xZK
i }i=1 and
SMPC n
{xi
}i=1 respectively, over the same field Fp . After the
input has been committed in both modules, HOLMES performs the polynomial test. In this test, we represent the input
as a polynomial f (z) in the ZK and the SMPC module, and
we query this polynomial at a random point β ←$ Fp . The
polynomials in ZK and SMPC are defined as follows:

c

{IDEALFHOLMES ,I,Sim(z) (~x)}~x,z ≈ {REALΠ,I,A(z) (~x)}~x,z
where ~x denotes all parties’ input, z denotes the auxiliary
input for the adversary A, IDEALFHOLMES ,I,Sim(z) (~x) denotes the
joint output of Sim and the honest parties, and REALΠ,I,A (~x)
denotes the joint output of A and the honest parties.

f ZK (z) = r +

n
X
i=1

i
SMPC
xZK
(z) = r +
i ·z , f

n
X
i=1

xSMPC
· zi ,
i

where r is a random element that is also committed during the
commitment phase. The random value r is used so that the
query to f (z) does not reveal information about the input. The
random point z = β is decided through a coin toss protocol
[73] among the parties.

III. HOLMES’S WORKFLOW
HOLMES uses both ZK and SMPC protocols to perform
statistical tests, which improves the efficiency compared with
simply running tests in generic SMPC. However, this hybrid
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The parties use the SMPC module to compute y SMPC =
f
(β) and release it to all parties. Then, the ZK module is
invoked to prove that y SMPC = y ZK = f ZK (β). Such computation is relatively cheap in ZK and SMPC, as evaluating f (β)
is merely scalar multiplication with public values.
If the polynomial test passes, we know that with high probability f ZK = f SMPC , which implies that xZK
= xSMPC
for
i
i
i ∈ {1, · · · , n}. This holds due to the Schwartz-Zippel lemma
[70–72], which states that for a random point β the probability
that f ZK (β) = f SMPC (β), but f ZK 6= f SMPC is small.

Histogram. A histogram of a dataset is generated by counting
the number of instances in a set of groups. This counting can
be proved using the ZK module, since the data provider can
locally compute the counting as part of the summary.
For each instance, the data provider inputs to the ZK module
a one-hot encoding vector ~v = (0, 0, ..., 1, ..., 0, 0), the length
of which is the same as the number of non-overlapping bins in
the histogram. If ~v [i] is 1, then the instance belongs to the i-th
bin. First, the data provider proves that ~v is one-hot, meaning
that it has Hamming weight and Euclidean norm of 1. Next,
the data provider shows that the instance entry belongs to the
i-th bin, by performing range checks over the bounds for this
bin. These bounds can be defined as inner products with ~v .
If a histogram is needed, then this building block is included
in the summary generated by the summary module. The ZK
module checks if the summary has the correct histogram, and
the SMPC module uses this histogram in the summary for
subsequent statistical tests. In addition, computing a histogram
on an attribute subsumes proving a range checking of this
attribute. HOLMES’s planning phase removes this redundancy
by dropping the range check when appropriate.

SMPC

Lemma 1 (Schwartz-Zippel Lemma). Let f (x) be a non-zero
polynomial of degree d in a prime field Fp . Pick y ←$ Fp . Then,
we have Pr [f (y) = 0] ≤ d/|Fp |.
To achieve a sufficient level of statistical security, one can
query the polynomials on more than one random point, while
supplying more random elements to hide the polynomials.
B. Detailed execution phase workflow
We now summarize HOLMES’s execution phase workflow,
as shown in Fig. 4.
1) Commitment: Each party Pi commits their input, which
consists of the dataset and the summary, to both the ZK
and SMPC modules. As a result, parties cannot change the
committed data in the rest of the execution phase.
2) Consistency check: All parties P1 , · · · , Pt together execute
the polynomial test to check that each party’s inputs to the
ZK and SMPC module are the same. The parties halt if the
polynomial test fails.
3) ZK check: Each party Pi invokes the ZK module, which
executes the instructions provided by the planner, to prove
to one another that the summary is correctly computed from
the dataset. The parties halt if the ZK check fails.
4) SMPC check and compute: All parties P1 , · · · , Pt now
run the remaining tests using the dataset and summary in
the SMPC module. If the tests pass, the parties start the
secure collaborative computation, using the dataset that has
been committed in the SMPC module.

Mean and variance. Mean and variance are building blocks
in many statistical tests, such as z-tests and t-tests.
For mean, the data provider computes the mean x as part
of the summary and proves the computation using the ZK
module. If theP
dataset has n instances, the data provider shows
n
that n · x ≈ i=1 xi . In practice, we may want to keep a
few decimal places for x (e.g., x = 12.34 with two decimal
places). This is done by defining x0 = 1234, which is a fixedpoint P
representation of x, and the
Pndata provider shows that
n
100 · i=1 xi ≥ n · x0 and 100 · i=1 xi < n · (x0 + 1).
For variance, the data provider locally computes the mean
x of the dataset and the mean of the squares of the dataset
n
y. Then, the variance can be computed as s2 = n−1
(y − x2 ).
n
Here, the term n−1
corrects the bias of the variance because
x is computed from the data [74].
If the mean or variance are needed, then the corresponding
building blocks are included in the summary generated by
the summary module. The ZK module checks if they are
correct, and the SMPC module uses them for other tests. Before
computing mean and variance on an attribute, a range checking
of the attribute is needed. HOLMES’s planning phase resolves
this dependency and adds the range checks, if necessary.

I V. H O L M E S ’ S S TAT I S T I C A L T E S T S
In this section, we describe how HOLMES instantiates the
API in Section II-C using the the summary, ZK, and SMPC
modules.

Trimmed mean. Trimmed mean is a variant of mean that
only considers instances that fall within a certain range [0, θ].
HOLMES provides functions for basic tests and building This is useful for robust statistics, as one can exclude extreme
blocks that involve the input of a single party: range, histogram, values before computing the mean.
mean, variance, trimmed mean, and dimensionality reduction.
The data provider locally computes the trimmed mean in the
These building blocks can be used to assemble more compli- summary and proves that the computation is correct in the ZK
cated tests, such as a z-test.
module. For each instance, the data provider first computes a
Range. The data provider uses the ZK module to prove that bit b indicating whether each value falls in [0, θ] and proves
the input data is within a given range [a, b]. To prove that x lies that this bit is computed correctly through range checks. Next,
in [a, b], the data provider proves that x − a ≥ 0 and b − x ≥ 0, the data provider computes the sum of the values sθ in the
which can be done by proving that the bit decomposition of entries where b = 1 and counts the number of such values
x − a and b − x uses at most dlog2 (b − a)e bits.
nθ , and then proves such computation in ZK. Finally, the data
A. Single-party basic tests and building blocks
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provider computes and proves the trimmed mean, which is
close to sθ /nθ , following the same procedure as for mean.

t-test. Let x1 = mean(S1 , attr), x2 = mean(S2 , attr),
s21 = variance(S1 , attr), and s22 = variance(S2 , attr). The test
statistic is defined as:

2
1 2
1 2
n1 s1 + n2 s2
x1 − x2
T =q
, df =

2

2 .
1 2
1 2
1 2
1 2
1
1
+
s
s
s
s
+
1
2
n1
n2
n1 −1 n1 1
n2 −1 n2 2

Dimensionality reduction. High-dimensional statistical tests,
such as the χ2 test for goodness-of-fit across many dimensions,
are prohibitively expensive. A common solution in statistics
is to first reduce the number of dimensions, while preserving
some useful properties. HOLMES implements a secure and
efficient procedure of dimensionality reduction based on the
Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma [57, 75], which compresses an
entry with data of high dimensions into a vector of very few
dimensions, denoted by ~v = (attr01 , · · · , attr0` ). The projected
vector approximately preserves the norm of the original. This
procedure involves more theoretical analysis, so we describe
the details later in Section VI.
The result of dimensionality reduction, a short vector ~v , is
included in the summary by the summary module. The ZK
module checks that this vector is computed correctly, and the
SMPC module uses this vector for the χ2 test for goodnessof-fit for high-dimension settings.

Note that in this case the degrees of freedom (df), which
affect the computation of the critical value, depend on secret
information. So, finding the critical value in the lookup table of
critical values for different df happens in the SMPC module.
F -test. The test statistic is defined as
T =

and the computation of the critical value depends only on n1
and n2 , so it can be performed publicly.
−−−→
χ2 -test. Given the histogram count of S over d attributes
(attr1 , · · · , attrd ), the test statistic is

B. Multiparty basic tests and building blocks
T =

Most single-party building blocks can be easily generalized
to their multiparty variants, where the dataset is split among
many parties. For range checks, the multiparty variant coincides
with performing a range check to the input of each party
independently. For the histogram construction, the final result
is the summation of the individual histograms, so it suffices for
the parties to perform independent histogram checks; then the
summation of the individual histograms is done in the SMPC
module. For the (trimmed) mean and variance, parties compute
the necessary sums of their dataset and of the squares of their
dataset in the summary and prove the correctness of the sums
in the ZK module; then, the multiparty mean and variance are
computed in the SMPC using the same equations as in the
single-party case.

m
X
(count[k] − npk )2
k=1

npk

,

where m is the total number of bins and pk is the probability
mass for the k-th bin of the public distribution. The critical
value is given as a parameter. Observe that the computation in
the SMPC module is proportional to the number of bins m,
which might be a lot larger than the input size n. In Section VI,
we explain HOLMES’s approach for χ2 -test in the case of highdimensional distributions, when m  n.

User-defined test. The parties can specify a new statistical
test in HOLMES by providing a description of the test statistic
f . The test statistic f can use the results of the basic tests and
the building blocks. The parties also provide a function for
computing the critical value CV Fα for a significance level α.
The data provider computes and proves the necessary results
from the single-party basic tests and building blocks using the
ZK module. These results are then included in the summary
by the summary module. The SMPC module evaluates the
multiparty building blocks and the test statistic f , finds out
the corresponding critical value from CV Fα using information
from the dataset (e.g., degree of freedom), and checks if the
test statistic result is below the critical value. A typical CV Fα
consists of a description of a distribution and a small table
of critical values corresponding to significance level α for
different degrees of freedom of the distribution.

C. Instantiations of statistical tests
HOLMES implements four well-known statistical tests: ztest, t-test, F -test, and χ2 -test, as described in Section II-B.
These statistical tests make use of the results from the local
computation, which is included in the summary and is checked
against the committed dataset of ZK module. The general form
of statistical hypothesis tests is described in Section II-B. The
test statistic and the comparison with the critical value are
performed in the SMPC module. The critical value can be
either given as a public parameter or is computed through a
function, which typically is an oblivious lookup over a critical
value table, if the critical value depends on secret information.

D. Subsampling
HOLMES also supports statistical tests that are performed
on a random subset of the entire dataset. Though this sacrifices
some accuracy, it boosts the efficiency of individual tests and
allows more tests to be performed with a given computational
budget. The subsampling must be maliciously secure, since
otherwise a malicious party knows which subset of the data
would be selected.

z-test. The test statistic is defined as
T =

variance(S1 , attr)
variance(S2 , attr)

mean(S1 , attr) − mean(S2 , attr)
p
,
σ12 /n1 + σ22 /n2

and the computation of the critical value depends only on n1
and n2 , which are public information.
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HOLMES’s approach is to decide this random subset only
after the input data has been committed, and the random subset
is chosen with the help of a pseudorandom function, using a
seed that comes from a coin toss protocol among the t parties
[73]. This ensures that if at least one of the t parties is honest,
the corrupted parties cannot predict or decide what data would
be selected in the subsampling.

A. HOLMES’s goodness-of-fit
The most typical goodness-of-fit test is based on the χ2 test, which is described in Section IV-C. In order to improve
efficiency, especially in the high-dimensional case, HOLMES
supports a modified χ2 -test, which we call unnormalized χ2 .
The unnormalized χ2 -test works as follows. Given a his−−−→
togram count of S over d attributes (attr1 , · · · , attrd ), the test
statistic is
Pm
T = k=1 (count[k] − npk )2 ,

V. H O L M E S ’ S P L A N N I N G A L G O R I T H M

where m is the number of bins and pk is the probability mass
for the k-th bin of the public distribution. Now, the critical
value is computed from a generalized χ2 distribution with
weight parameters (np1 , . . . , npm ) [76–78]. Since the weight
parameters are public, we can find the critical value outside
Dependency resolution. Some of the statistical tests depend ZK and SMPC.
on other tests or building blocks. For example, both the t-test
The unnormalized χ2 test has improved efficiency compared
and the F -test depend on the variance of the datasets, and the to the original χ2 -test even when the number of bins is small,
tests for mean and variance require the attribute to go through since it avoids divisions in SMPC. More importantly, in the
a range check first. The planning algorithm resolves such high-dimensional regime the new test enjoys great efficiency
dependencies, ensuring that all necessary checks are included. gains using our dimensionality reduction techniques, as we
Redundancy elimination. Several building blocks overlap show in the next section.
with each other. For example, the computation of histogram B. HOLMES’s dimensionality reduction for goodness-of-fit
subsumes range check. So, if the checklist computes a histogram
We provide the necessary background for dimensionality
on an attribute, the planning algorithm can drop the range check
reuction in HOLMES by starting with a strawman.
on this attribute without loss of security. Since range check
We perform
contributes a modest overhead, as shown later in Section VII-D, Strawman: random linear projection.
the
goodness-of-fit
test
using
the
unnormalized
χ2 -test,
such redundancy elimination is useful.
2
which requires the computation kcount[k] − npk k
=
Instruction generation. The planning algorithm produces the Pm (count[k] − npk )2 , i.e., the distance between two veck=1
instructions for the module for each building block or statistical tors. To reduce the dimensions of the vectors, one can apply
test in the checklist. The planning algorithm separates the test a suitable random linear projection Fm → Fr , which can be
p
p
between local and nonlocal checking, as described in Section IV. represented by a matrix A of size r × m, to these vectors.
The local checking is performed in the ZK module, while the The Johnson-Lindenstrauss (JL) lemma says that the projected
nonlocal checking is performed in the SMPC module, using vector approximately preserves the norm of the original vector.
the results of local checking.
(Johnson-Lindenstrauss lemma (informal)). Let x ∈
For example, consider a z-test over four parties P1 –P4 such Lemma
m
Z
and
let
A be a random r × m matrix that satisfies
certain
P
that S1 contains the dataset of P1 and P2 , and S2 contains
2
uniformity
and
normality
requirements,
then
k∈[m] xk ≈
the dataset of P3 and P4 . The planning algorithm produces P
2
v∈[r] (Ax)v , where r = O(log m).
the summary instructions Isum for computing the local part of
mean computation, the ZK instructions Izk for verifying the
To apply this random projection, parties jointly sample a
summary, and the SMPC instructions Ismpc for computing the public matrix A after data has been committed. Then, the
combined means and the final test result.
unnormalized χ2 tests with random projection is computed as
follows:
−−−−−−→
VI. HOLMES’S HIGH-DIMENSIONAL TESTS
1) In the summary module, Party i computes JLvectori =
−−−−→
−−−−→
A · counti , where counti is the histogram of Party i.
In some situations, parties want to check if several attributes
2) In the ZK module, Party i proves the correctness of
−−−−−−→
in each other’s input dataset follow a public multidimensional
JLvectori .
distribution. Unfortunately, this test, known as goodness-of-fit,
3) In the SMPC module, parties approximate the unnormalbecomes prohibitively expensive when the number of possible
ized χ2 statistic by computing
combinations of attributes is high, which affects the applica! 2
t
X
bility of the test. Recall that in the bank marketing example
−
−
−
−
−
−
→
→
−
Te =
JLvectori − Q
,
from Section I-A, the four attributes, age, jobs, marital status,
i=1
and education, already have in total 37, 500 possible combi→
−
−
nations. To improve the efficiency, we provide a new secure
where Q = A · (n→
p ) depends only on public information.
dimensionality reduction technique to handle this “curse of
Finally, parties compare the test statistic with the publicly
dimensionality”.
compute critical value.
HOLMES’s planning algorithm is responsible for choosing
an efficient and secure execution plan for the statistical tests in
the checklist and is executed by each party individually. The
planning algorithm performs the following tasks.
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Observe that the computation of the test statistic requires adding suitable than other algebraic pseudorandom functions [79–83]
the JL vectors of all parties and O(r) = O(log(n)) squar- for our use case, as its output is supposed to be distributed
ing operations, which is efficient in the SMPC module when evenly in {−1, 1}, whichpis onlypa constant away from the
m  n. However, in the ZK module, proving the computation format of JL matrices ({− 1/r, 1/r}). We specify the vari−−−−−−→
of JLvectori still requires O(m · r) operations. As a result, ant of Legendre PRF used in HOLMES and refer readers to
applying the JL lemma naively provides only a small efficiency Appendix A for more background.
gain for multidimensional tests.
Definition 2 (degree-d Legendre PRF). Let p be an odd prime
HOLMES’s approach: pseudorandom projection via PRF. and d ≥ 2 be an integer. The degree-d Legendre PRF [58–
−−−−−−→
To overcome the inefficiency of computing JLvectori in the ZK 61] is a family of functions LK : Z∗p → {−1, 1} where K =
module, we modify the random projection with a computation (k , k , ..., k ) such that K ←$ Z∗ d , and L
0 1
p,K is defined
p
d
that requires O(n·r) operations in the ZK module, but otherwise
Pd
fK (x)
i
, where fK (x) = k0 + i=1 ki x needs to be an
p
preserves the efficiency of the strawman solution. A crucial as
irreducible
degree-d
  polynomial and does not have nontrivial
step towards this goal is to replace the random matrix A with
stabilizer, and xp ∈ {−1, 0, 1} is the Legendre symbol. For
a ZK-friendly pseudorandom matrix.
Our main insight is that for input x = {x1 , . . . , xn }, where x ∈ Z∗p , Lp,K (x) =
6 0 because fK (x) is irreducible and has
−−−−−−→ Pn
1 ≤ xj ≤ m, it holds that JLvectori = j=1 Axj , where Axj degree at least 2.
is the xj -th column of the matrix A. The equality holds because
In HOLMES’s pseudorandom projection, we
pcompute
p the
Pn
−−−−−−→
−−−−→ Pm
JLvectori = A · counti = k=1 Ak · counti [k] = j=1 Axj , random JL matrix A, whose entries are in {− 1/r, 1/r},
(1) as follows:
p
A`,k = Lp,K` (k) 1/r ,
where Ak is the k-th column of A.

Equation (1) shows that the random projection, when it is where K` ∈ Z∗p d are different Legendre PRF keys.
tailored for the histogram of a population, can be computed in a
Proving the evaluation
  of Legendre PRF in the ZK module
way that avoids computing the counting explicitly. In HOLMES, is efficient. To show x = y ∈ {−1, 1}, it suffices to provide
p
√
√
we can take advantage of this insight when we compute the
a = x mod p (if y = 1) or a = bx mod p (if y = −1)
matrix A using a pseudorandom function. Specifically, we
where b is a quadratic nonresidue. Thus, the correctness of a
set the (`, k)-th matrix element A`,k to be PRFK` (k), for a
PRF evaluation is verified in the ZK module by showing that
pseudorandom function PRFK` with seed K` . Then, the k-th
2a2 = (1 − y) · bx + (y + 1) · x mod p and (y + 1)(y − 1) = 0
column of A is equal to
mod p.


PRFK1 (k)
V I I . E VA L U AT I O N
 PRFK2 (k) 
,
(2)
Ak = 


We implement HOLMES and present the evaluation results,
···
which
answer the following questions:
PRFKr (k)
• What is the overhead of HOLMES on real-world data? What
−−−−−−→
contributes to this overhead? (Section VII-D)
and hence, we can compute JLvectori as


• How do the individual components of HOLMES scale with
PRFK1 (xj )
more data? (Section VII-E)
Pn
Pn  PRFK2 (xj ) 


•
How does HOLMES’s multidimensional testing compare
A
=
.
(3)
j=1 xj
j=1 

···
with a strawman implementation? (Section VII-F)
PRFKr (xj )
A. Setup
This new formula avoids the counting and can be computed
We ran our experiments on two to five AWS c5.9xlarge
with n · r calls to the PRF.
−−−−→ instances, each with 36 cores and 72 GB of memory. We use
In sum, the (single-party) dimensionality reduction A· counti
is now efficiently checkable in ZK. The multiparty case works the Linux tc tool to limit each instance’s bandwidth to 2 Gbps
similarly, with the exception that in the end parties compute and add a round-trip latency of 20 ms, which is to approximate
the setting where the parties are in different states.
the summation of their output vectors in SMPC.
C. HOLMES’s use of pseudorandom function

B. Implementation

We now discuss the pseudorandom function that HOLMES
uses. For HOLMES’s random projection, we invoke the
JL p
lemmapof [75], where the JL matrix has elements in
{− 1/r, 1/r}, because operations with this type of entries
are easier to prove.
HOLMES uses Legendre PRF [58–61] for pseudorandom
projection. This PRF can be computed efficiently and is more

We implement HOLMES and the baseline using the stateof-the-art cryptographic libraries, as follows.
HOLMES. We use QuickSilver [84] to instantiate the ZK
module. HOLMES invokes QuickSilver in a pairwise manner,
where each of the N parties proves the consistency of its local
data and summary to the other N − 1 parties. We use SCALEMAMBA [85] and MP-SPDZ [86, 87] for SMPC, where the
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TABLE II
BREAKDOWN OF THE COST FOR THE BANK
M A R K E T I N G D ATA S E T ( T W O - PA R T Y ) .
Number of instances
(41188 × 2)
Number of attributes
Total time
Average time per instance
Loading the data to ZK
Loading the data to SMPC
Range checks for all attributes
Histogram over age
Multidimensional test over
age, job, marital status, education
Variance over call duration
Mean over call duration
Consistency check

82376
21
19.69 s
0.24 ms
0.27 s
8.09 s
5.63 s
0.79 s
4.65 s
0.01 s
< 0.01 s
< 0.01 s

TABLE III
BREAKDOWN OF THE COST FOR THE
D I A B E T E S D ATA S E T ( T W O - PA R T Y ) .
Number of instances
(101766 × 2)
Number of attributes
Total time
Average time per instance
Loading the data to ZK
Loading the data to SMPC
Range checks for all attributes
Histogram over medical specialty
Variance over
number of lab procedures
Mean over
number of lab procedures
Consistency check

203532
49
79.73 s
0.39 ms
1.52 s
46.62 s
22.19 s
6.79 s
0.03 s
< 0.01 s

TABLE IV
BREAKDOWN OF THE COST FOR THE
A U C T I O N I N G D ATA S E T
( T W O - PA R T Y ) .

Number of instances
(567291 × 2)
Number of attributes
Total time
Average time per instance
Loading the data to ZK
Loading the data to SMPC
Range checks for all attributes
Trimmed mean for
total impressions
Consistency check

1134582
15
183.01 s
0.16 ms
2.59 s
79.55 s
92.48 s
7.42 s
< 0.01 s

< 0.01 s

Low Gear protocol in MP-SPDZ is used for the offline phase of specialties for doctors practicing in the state, (3) t-test on
of SMPC due to its efficiency, and SCALE-MAMBA is used the number of lab procedures across hospitals, as an indication
for the online phase of SMPC. In HOLMES, these protocols that hospitals provide the similar quality of service, and (4)
operate on the same prime field Fp where p = 262 − 216 + 1, so range checks, for all the attributes.
we can perform the polynomial test in Section III-A efficiently. Auctioning. The dataset [90] consists of advertisement biding
Baseline. The baseline runs the same checking algorithm in history. It consists of 567291 instances and 17 attributes, which
include the advertisement location and its expected number of
SMPC, using SCALE-MAMBA and MP-SPDZ.
impressions (i.e., number of ad displays) and revenue. Bidders
C. Datasets
want to train a machine learning system, but first they need
To show how to perform various statistical and well- a guarantee that each other has contributed reasonable data.
formedness tests with HOLMES for real-world data, we evalu- So, they may consider the following tests: (1) t-test on the
ate HOLMES’s tests on three datasets. For each dataset, we number of displays that are lower than a specific threshold, to
exclude the extreme values, which shows if the bidding history
demonstrate a few tests that fit the specific use case.
between different parties is comparable enough to be trained
Bank marketing. The dataset [52, 53] consists of telemarket- together, and (2) range checks, for all the attributes.
ing records for financial products. It consists of 41188 instances
and 21 attributes, which include client profile and call records. D. End-to-end overhead
Banks’ goal in a secure computation might be to train a clasWe discuss the end-to-end overhead of HOLMES evaluated
sifier for predicting the success of a campaign. Before the on the three datasets and compare HOLMES with the baseline.
training, though, they want to ensure that their joint dataset has
In our experiment, we vary the number of parties from 2 to
a balanced number of customers from different backgrounds, 5 to see how HOLMES scales with more parties. We assume
which will improve the classifier’s quality, and is not too differ- that each party provides the same amount of the data, so when
ent from each other, which is an indication that the provided there are t parties, there are t times more data. For example, in
data is correct. Therefore, they may consider the following our experiment for the bank marketing dataset, we assume each
checks: (1) χ2 goodness-of-fit test over age, grouped into the party provides n = 41188 instances (which is the size of our
bins 10–19, 20–29, · · · , 90–99, (2) χ2 goodness-of-fit test over dataset). When there are five parties, the entire computation is
age, job, educational level, and marital status, which depicts now over n · t = 205940 instances. We choose this approach
the customer profiles, and (3) t-test over the telemarketing because in secure collaborative computation with more parties,
call duration, to check whether their telemarketing records are they should have access to more data. We choose the dimension
similar enough to train a model together, and (4) range checks, parameter r = 40 for HOLMES’s goodness-of-fit test based
for all the attributes.
on Venkatasubramanian and Wang’s study [91] by choosing
Diabetes. The dataset [88, 89] consists of admission records an error rate  = 3/4.
for patients with diabetes. It consists of 101766 instances and Cost analysis. To understand how the overhead increases with
50 attributes, which include patient profile, treatment, and ad- more parties as well as more data, we first analyze the cost of
mission history. A use case of secure computation with this HOLMES and the baseline, which we define as the wall-clock
dataset is for evaluating the quality of service provided in the time to perform the tests.
health system of a state. We consider the following checks:
The main overhead consists of performing the local checks
(1) χ2 goodness-of-fit test for the medical specialty of initial in ZK or SMPC, loading data to SMPC, and computing the
admissions to compare with the publicly known distribution test statistics in SMPC. We express the cost as formulas where
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Fig. 5. Overhead of the end-to-end checks on the datasets and individual components, for HOLMES and for the baseline.
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Fig. 6. Overhead of the multidimensional goodness-of-fit test with dimensionality reduction, in HOLMES and in the strawman.

C1 , C2 (t), C3 (t), C4 (t) represent the cost of cryptographic op- can be implemented more efficiently, and on the other hand,
erations, n denotes the amount of instances provided by each while C4 (t) tends to grow (at least) linearly with the number
party, and t denotes the number of parties.
of parties, C1 is independent of the number of parties (since
HOLMES invokes ZK in a pairwise manner).
HOLMES: C1 · n(t −1 ) + C2 (t) · nt + C3 (t)
|
|
{z
}
{z
}
|
{z
}
Results. We present the results in Fig. 5(a). Because the
local data checks in ZK

Baseline:

C4 (t) · nt
|
{z
}

local data checks in SMPC

loading data to SMPC

+

C2 (t) · nt
| {z }

loading data to SMPC

test statistics

overheads of HOLMES and baseline are very different, and we
still want to discuss their individual growth patterns, we present
them in separate graphs. For the three datasets, HOLMES
outperforms the baseline by 18× to 40×. In addition, this
gap is larger when the number of parties increases, which is
consistent with the cost analysis. From Fig. 5(a) we can see
that the overhead of HOLMES grows almost linearly, while
the overhead of baseline grows slightly faster than linear. This
is consistent with the cost analysis, as the term C4 (t) · nt in
baseline is growing faster than C1 · n(t − 1) when the number
of parties t increases, because C4 (t) also grows linearly to t.

+ C3 (t)
| {z }

test statistics

As shown in the highlighted part, HOLMES and the baseline
differ in the cost of performing local data checks, which is also
the dominating part of the overhead. The differences between
HOLMES and baseline are due to two reasons. First, recall
that HOLMES uses the ZK in a pairwise manner between
the parties. Since a party does not need to prove anything to
itself, each party only needs to prove (t − 1) times instead of t
times, while the SMPC is run over all parties’ dataset, of size
n · t. Second, C1 tends to be smaller than C4 (t), on the one
hand because ZK is more restricted than SMPC and oftentimes

Breakdown. To understand what contributes to this overhead,
we present the breakdown of the overhead in Tab. II, Tab. III,
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and Tab. IV. As the tables show, the average time per instance
varies between datasets because we perform different tests on
them. In all three experiments, we can see that range check
contributes to a large portion of the overhead, followed by the
cost of loading data into SMPC. In contrast, multidimensional
testing is quite efficient. The consistency check between ZK
and SMPC also has a small overhead.

for dimensionality reduction can be expressed as the number of
input and multiplications of private values in ZK, as follows.

HOLMES is only about 2× to 3× more efficient.

Zero-knowledge proofs. Zero-knowledge proofs (ZK) [104]
enable a party to prove a statement without leaking any information. Recently, constructing practical ZK has gained much attention, especially since succinct non-interactive proofs [27, 105–
108] have been used in blockchains. In HOLMES, we want
small proving time, so succinctness and non-interactivity are
not important. Hence, we use QuickSilver [84].

HOLMES: | 5{z
· r } , Strawman: C6C5 · (C5 − 1) + 2 · C5 · C6
{z
}
|
cost of PRF

cost to create one-hot encoding

Results. We choose the parameter r based on [91] with an
error rate  = 3/4. We now discuss the growth patterns in
Fig. 6. As shown in Fig. 6(a) and Fig. 6(c), as long as C6C5  p,
E. Overhead of the individual components
HOLMES’s approach is almost independent of C5 and C6 , but
To understand more concretely the overhead of HOLMES just linear to the number of dimensions in the projected vector
and how it outperforms the baseline, we present the overheads r and the number of instances, as expected.
for a number of basic tests and building blocks: range check,
We present the strawman case, drawn in log scale, in Fig. 6(b)
histogram, mean, variance, and trimmed mean, as shown in and Fig. 6(d). The strawman is very expensive, as we could
Fig. 5. We defer the discussion of dimensionality reduction to only run the experiment in smaller scales and extrapolate the
Section VII-F since we focus later on how it compares with a results. We see that the overhead grows exponentially to the
strawman implementation. We now discuss these components. number of dimensions. With a fixed number of dimensions,
Range check. As shown in Fig. 5(b) and Fig. 5(f), the over- the overhead grows much slower than an exponential function
head of range check grows almost linearly to the number of (indeed, it is expected to be close to a degree-4 polynomial
instances and logarithmically to the size of the range, as ex- function). Both are expected based on the cost analysis. In sum,
pected. HOLMES performs range checks about 4× to 19× HOLMES’s approach improves the efficiency of dimensionality
reduction especially for high dimensions, up to 104 × based
more efficiently than the baseline.
on our evaluation.
Histograms. We consider histograms over nominal and numeric attributes. The difference is that the latter needs to arrange
V I I I . R E L AT E D W O R K
data belonging to a range into a group (e.g., age [20, 29]), which
incurs additional overhead. As shown in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(g), Secure collaborative computation systems. We envision that
the overhead grows almost linearly to the number of individual HOLMES can be combined with systems for secure analytics
labels in a nominal attribute, and linearly to the number of and machine learning [6–9, 11–22]. Our platform is especially
instances, as expected. From Fig. 5(d) and Fig. 5(h), for the useful when malicious security is required, and parties are not
numeric case, the overhead grows linearly to the number of trusted to provide their honest inputs.
groups and the number of instances, and logarithmically to the Secure multiparty computation. A rich body of works prorange size of each group. HOLMES is about 4× to 10× more pose SMPC protocols [92–94] for malicious adversaries and
efficient than baseline.
dishonest majority, with SPDZ [95–97] and authenticated garMean and variance. Mean and variance are relatively cheap bling [98–101] being the state-of-the-art. HOLMES uses SPDZ
to compute, so we experiment with more instances to better because it is more suitable for arithmetic computation.
There are works [102, 103] that use SMPC techniques for
show the growth patterns (one million to five million). As
statistical
tests. In contrast to our platform, they mostly focus
shown in Fig. 5(i) and Fig. 5(k), the overhead is linear to the
on
the
two-party
case and consider different threat models.
number of instances (mainly the cost to load data into SMPC).

Trimmed mean. We show the overhead of trimmed mean in
Fig. 5(j) and Fig. 5(l). The overhead grows almost linearly to
the number of instances and logarithmically to the range size,
as expected. HOLMES is about 4× to 10× more efficient than
the baseline.

Verifiable computation. A research area related to HOLMES
is verifiable computation [67, 109–114], in which one or more
parties prove that some (secure) computation is done correctly.
This is different from HOLMES, as we do not check that the
collaborative computation is done correctly (which is the duty of
SMPC) but instead focuses on the inputs that the parties provide.
Moreover, instead of focusing on verifying general computation,
HOLMES is tailored to perform statistical tests securely and
efficiently, such as supporting efficient dimensionality reduction
for multidimensional data.

F. Overhead of dimensionality reduction
We now describe the overhead of HOLMES’s dimensionality
reduction technique and compare it with a strawman that only
uses random linear projection (from the JL lemma).
Cost analysis. The overheads of HOLMES’s approach and the
strawman are very different. Consider a multidimensional test
with C5 nominal attributes each with C6 independent labels
where C6C5  p ≈ 261 . Assume that the projected vector has r
dimensions. Then, for each instance in the dataset, the overhead
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Robust statistics. Robust statistics [115–117] focuses on parties might perform input checks with the help of machine
statistics that are resilient to nonstandard input distributions. learning model, e.g., run a classifier on the input data [120–
HOLMES shares the similar motivation, but works very dif- 123]. These checks are outside of HOLMES’s scope, but can
ferently. Robust statistics aims at making algorithms resilient potentially be performed in other existing systems. Systems
to incoming malicious inputs, while HOLMES tries to detect for secure data analytics [6] and for running machine learning
them. HOLMES also provides the necessary privacy guarantees models privately [11, 15, 19, 20, 54, 55, 145] are able to
for secure collaborative computation.
perform input checks again malicious parties. Integrating such
Poisoning attacks. Poisoning attacks [118, 119] happen when systems with HOLMES would allow expressing an even richer
the attacker can inject manipulated data to the training set and class of input checks.
cause the model to fail on certain inputs. There are existing
X. CONCLUSION
defenses trying to mitigate poisoning attacks [33]. One defense
We present HOLMES, a platform for expressing and performis to filter out potentially poison data by identifying outliers
ing
rich statistical tests over input data for secure collaborative
in the training data [120–123], which has the potential to be
computation.
HOLMES then enables running such tests in an
represented as a user-defined test in HOLMES.
efficient and secure way. First, HOLMES’s techniques blend
Differential privacy. Differential privacy (DP) [124–126] is together efficient zero-knowledge proofs and secure multiparty
a mechanism that adds noise to the dataset or the model to computation protocols to leverage the local computation in
hide information about the individual sample in the dataset. DP statistical tests. Second, for high-dimensional data, HOLMES
is slightly related to HOLMES because DP has been used to contributes a new secure dimensionality reduction procedure
improve the robustness of the training phase, and is a common that leverages the sparseness securely and significantly outperfeature of secure collaborative learning systems [127–131]. forms naive approaches. Finally, we implemented HOLMES
HOLMES can provide robustness in addition to what DP offers and demonstrated that it can perform useful input checks for
by ensuring the input follows the desirable distributions. It is several use cases.
an open problem whether HOLMES can work more closely
We plan to open-source HOLMES to enable users of SMPC
with DP, such as in checking that each party has correctly to start taking advantage of statistical input checking.
added a data-independent noise to their inputs.
Hardware enclave. An alternative to cryptographic collaborative computation is to use hardware enclaves [132]. Several
systems have used enclaves for encrypted databases and data analytics [133–136]. However, a well-known issue with enclaves
is that they are susceptible to side-channel attacks [137–144],
which may reveal access patterns.
I X . D I S C U S S I O N A N D L I M I TAT I O N S
HOLMES is only the beginning of checking inputs for maliciously secure collaborative computation. We now discuss
some challenges that HOLMES has not solved.
Identifying necessary tests. HOLMES enables parties to
specify and perform statistical input checks specific to their use
case before the collaborative computation. It does not, however,
make any decisions regarding what the necessary tests are.
Identifying attacks and proposing defenses in learning systems
is an active area of research [33–46], but at this moment, there
is no systematic approach that identifies the necessary tests for
defending against a general class of attacks, such as biasing
attacks. HOLMES’s contribution is to enable expressing a rich
class of statistical tests, both enabling tests that parties perform
today [25–27, 120–123] and aiming to support input checks
that will be developed in the future.
Beyond statistical tests. Not all desired input checks can be
expressed as statistical tests. In data analytics applications, there
might be consistency concerns between instances. For example,
in a dataset consisting of patient admissions, the same patient
may have several records, each with the patient’s date of birth.
The application may want to check that the same patient has
only one date of birth in the dataset. In other applications, the
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our settings because our protocol never hides the Legendre PRF
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APPENDIX
pseudorandom mapping. Still, in HOLMES, we conservatively
A. Parameters of Legendre PRF for HOLMES’s dimensionality choose our parameters to be sufficient to resist key-recovery
attacks, so we have a modest security margin against future
reduction
attacks on pseudorandomness. PRF distinguishing attacks on
In HOLMES, dimensionality reduction requires the sampling
Legendre PRF that does not base on key-recovery attacks and
of a pseudorandom matrix A as described in Section VI. We
is faster than a direct use of key-recovery attacks is an open
provide details regarding the key generation for Legendre PRF
problem with no positive result so far [61], even with state-ofand other necessary background for Legendre PRF.
the-arts attack techniques [158]. Ethereum foundation currently
Sampling the Legendre PRF key. The t parties use the same has an active bounty program [154] on this open problem.
JL matrix, and therefore the same set of PRF keys. Before
In our use case where the party has already committed their
sampling this random matrix, all parties must have already input, it suffices to choose d = 3 for statistical security.
committed their input data in the ZK and SMPC modules. This
is to prevent a malicious party from adaptively adjusting their B. Security proof sketches
input data according to the random matrix.
Theorem 1. Under standard cryptographic assumptions and
The parties first use a random coin toss protocol to agree static corruptions, and under the random oracle and the ideal
on a freshly generated pseudorandom seed. Then, using this cipher models, the protocol of HOLMES securely realizes the
pseudorandom seed as source of randomness, they run the ideal functionality FHOLMES .
following PRF key generation algorithm. In the Legendre PRF,
the protocol needs to sample a random key K = (k0 , k1 , ..., kd ) Proof sketch. We prove the security in the (FCP , FSFE )-hybrid
such that fK (x) is irreducible in Z∗p and has no nontrivial world, where a commit-and-prove zero-knowledge proof ideal
stabilizer, for each row of matrix A. This requirement has functionality FCP models the ZK module, and a secure function
arisen recently [146, 147] as a safeguard against known attacks evaluation ideal functionality FSFE models the SMPC module.
We also need to invoke a random oracle for subsampling,
on Legendre PRF.
The parties sample a random degree-d polynomial and check and/or an ideal cipher for our dimensionality reduction to model
its reducibility using Rabin’s irreducibility test [148]. We can Legendre PRF. For ease of presentation, we focus on the part
expect to find an irreducible polynomial with a probability of involving (FCP , FSFE ) in this proof sketch.
We assume that the adversary corrupts at least one party,
about 1/d [149, 150].
otherwise
the adversary does not even know what the checklist
We skip the testing for nontrivial stabilizer, as it is known
is.
And
for
simplicity, we assume malicious parties do not
to be very inefficient, and for d ≥ 3, a random polynomial
abort
in
the
middle
of the protocol. The simulator in the ideal
∗
over Zp has nontrivial stabilizers only with a probability of at
world
can
simulate
the transcripts of HOLMES’s protocol,
most 9/p [147]. One could, following the recommendations in
by
invoking
the
corresponding
simulators SimCP and SimSFE ,
[147], avoid nontrivial stabilizers from the beginning by having
on
the
corresponding
computation
as well as the consistency
2
gcd(p − 1, d) = 1. But, for our choice of parameter d = 3,
check.
Note
that,
during
the
consistency
check, the simulator
this condition cannot be satisfied for any prime larger than 3.
can
easily
evaluate
the
polynomial
at
a
random
point z = β
For d = 4, it is also impossible because our prime p is chosen
sampled
by
a
simulated
coin
toss.
Therefore,
the
simulator
such that p − 1 has some two-arity (for the SMPC to be able
is
able
to
simulate
the
view
of
the
hybrid
world.
By using
to use the Low Gear protocol).
the hybrid arguments, we can show that HOLMES’s protocol
Pseudorandomness of Legendre PRF. The protocol relies securely realizes the ideal functionality F
HOLMES .
on the pseudorandomness of the Legendre sequence gener-
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